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Scientific questions
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⮚ What are the key mechanisms contributing to Arizona grassland’s feedback to changing
hydroclimate?
⮚ How do soil hydraulic properties affect the vegetation-hydroclimate feedback?
⮚ How does changing hydroclimate affect on equilibrium state of the carbon fluxes in the
long term?
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Experiment 2.1:
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Data assimilation improve the magnitude of simulated soil water content.
To better capture the fluctuation of soil water content:
• Higher resolution of data assimilation (weekly, daily)
• Soil hydraulic parameter optimization is needed: Saturated conductivity, Porosity, Suction, B, and soil resistance

Experiment 2.2: Using
observed VWC/SWP fitting
water retention curve, and test
the sensitivity of parameter B

Impact of changing hydroclimate on equilibrium state of carbon flux

3. Cycled 2020-2021’s climate forcing with different precipitation treatment to drive the
model for 100 years
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Key mechanisms contributing to Arizona grassland’s feedback
Separated drought tolerance
phenology for perennials and
annual grasses can:
● Better capture the onset and offset
season
● Slower growth rates after onset
● Maintain the growth during dry
season
2. Dynamic carbon allocation and
root growth can better capture
the delayed GPP peak during
summer season
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• Arizona grassland is a substantial carbon source over the first 20 years under few and intensive precipitation (S4) and over the first 30
years under more but less dense precipitation. This carbon source is mainly attributed to the lag effect of cottontop translocation
disturbance on soil carbon emission.
• Few and more dense precipitation support higher GPP and soil carbon emission than more and less dense precipitation. Consequently,
changing hydroclimate trends have no significant impact on NEE after 40 years.
• Arizona grassland tends to be a carbon source in the long term because that decreased carbon assimilation by vegetation exceeds the
mitigated soil carbon emission.
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